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Abstract. Simultaneous observations by the Viking and the DMSP/F7 satellites

have been used in a new method to obtain snapshot pictures of the auroral electro-

dynamics. In particular, an "instantaneous" global equipotential (or convection)

pattern is calculated usLsj field-aligned current and conductivity distributions

that are qualitatively c v * tent with the Viking auroral imager data and quanti-

tatively consistent wr , jt gnetic field and particle data from the two satellites.

This convection patt ft. i hich is of the normal two-cell type, with a weak dusk

cell and a strong, elur. t,ed crescent-shaped dawn cell (consistent with positive

IMF By) agrees veil tfch the Viking electric field data. The model and the ob-

served potential prc I- *s agree nicely along the entire Viking orbit except for two

intervals above acceU ation regions where deviations are to be expected (due to

parallel electric fields These regions are characterized by: U-shaped potential

minima, upward field 'Jigned currents, upgoing ion beams and relatively intense

AKR. The model results are thus consistent with the Viking observations not only

on a global scale but also on the scale size of the auroral acceleration regions. The

corresponding convection in the magnetosphere is illustrated by a simple projec-

tion of the deduced two-cell convection pattern to the equatorial plane. From this

the instantaneous location of the plasmapause is inferred.
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1. Introduction

In our efforts to better understand the magnetosphere-ionosphere system a ma-

jor problem is to provide an acceptable coverage by simultaneous observations

within the large volume to be studied. The high-latitude ionosphere acts in many

respects as a projection screen for processes taking place in the outer magneto-

sphere and boundary regions. Much can therefore be learnt from studies of the

electrodynamics of the high-latitude ionosphere, which is a relatively small and

easily accesible region. Joint efforts to combine simultaneous observations by dif-

ferent spacecraft and/or ground-based facilities have become relatively common

recently. The problem to be solved is how to utilize the information from the var-

ious observations to reconstruct, on a global scale, the instantaneous distributions

of all relevant electrodynamical parameters in a selfconsistent manner.

Kamide et al. [1986] used images of auroral emissions observed with Dynamics

Explorer 1 to calculate high-latitude ionospheric conductivities. By combining

these with simultaneous ground-based magnetometer data they were able to esti-

mate on a global scale the distributions of ionospheric electric fields and currents,

field-aligned currents and Joule heating with a time resolution of 12 min.

In this paper a new and different approach to this problem will be described

using observations from two almost simultaneous auroral oval crossings by the

Viking and DMSP/F7 satellites. A brief summary of this new technique, first

presented by Marklund et al. [1987], (from here on referred to as Paper 1), will

be given below:

1. The quiet-time diffuse background auroral oval is represented by the quiet-time

field-aligned current distribution from Iijima and Potemra [1976a, 1978] and a

corresponding quiet-time conductivity distribution described below.

2. UV-imaging of the auroral oval is used to obtain a reference frame for the other

observations and in particular to locate the regions of active intense auroras.

These are clearly associated with enhanced upward field-aligned currents and

ionospheric conductivities. The input distributions are obtained by a superpo-

sition of the quiet-time and active distributions.

3. In titu satellite measurements are used both to calibrate the input current and



conductivity distributions and to test the output potential distribution along

the ionospheric foot points of the satellites.

In Paper 1 only Viking data was used to calibrate the input and to check the

results. However, even for this case, relatively accurate and realistic global dis-

tributions of electric fields, currents and conductivities were obtained (cf. Figure

4 in Paper 1). In the present paper, a number of improvements as compared to

Paper 1 have been made, of which the most important ones are:

1) Inclusion of DMSP/F7 data of magnetic fields and particle fluxes which allows

the model input data to be calibrated also along the noon-midnight orbit of the

DMSP/F7 satellite.

2) More accurate estimates of the downward electron energy flux using appropriate

scaling factors between Viking and the ionosphere. More accurate representation

of the auroral distribution given by the UV-image, taking into account also the

finer-scale structures.

3) A two-dimensional comparison between the model convection pattern and

E x B - drifts calculated from the Viking electric field data.

4) A detailed investigation of the auroral acceleration regions including electric

field, current, particle and wave signatures.

2. Basic Equations

The basic equation to be solved is the elliptical equation governing the horisontal

distribution of the ionospheric electric potential, $:

V - ( S - V # ) = >|, -sin/ (1)

where j\\ is the field-aligned current density (positive upwards), I the inclination

of the Earth's magnetic field and S the horizontal conductivity tensor given by:

[Ep/sin2/ Etf/sin/l ,
E ~ [-E«/sin/ Ep J <2>

in which Ep and £// are the height-integrated Pedersen and Hall conductivities.

The electromotive force vn x B has been neglected since this contribution is small

relative to that of E (= - V $ ) , as recently demonstrated by Dynamics Explorer



results [Killeen, private communication]. The calculation is performed in a spher-

ical coordinate system and the magnetic field is represented by a dipole. The

conductivity distribution is represented by the following model:

(4)

(The quadratic form of Eqs.(3), (4) is a result of the linear relationship between

conductivity and plasma density and quadratic relationship between density and

recombination rate.) £0P(H) represents the contribution from cosmic radiation and

galactic EUV, and has a small constant value, Hgp{H) & conductivity contribution

having a gaussian latitudinal distribution representing the average diffuse auroral

precipitation, ^UVP(H) the contribution by solar EUV-radiation and S;-,p(H) *n e

enhanced conductivity associated with upward field-aligned currents caused by

discrete auroral precipitation. The latter has been chosen to have the following

form

E =(k{MLT)-\Ji\, for jj, upward
'I 1 0, for j | | downward

where lfcp( W)is an MLT-dependent factor of proportionality having a lower value on

the dayside than on the nightside to account for a softer dayside particle spectrum.

A relationship between £ and j \ \ was also used by Mishin et al. [1986]. A more

detailed description of the particular choice of conductivity model made and of

the numerical solution is given elsewhere [Blomberg and Marklund, 1988a,b]. The

inclusion of the conductivity term expressed by Eq.(5) above is made to obtain

a selfconsistent relation between the distributions of field-aligned currents and

conductivities. The values of the different conductivity terms have been chosen

so as to give good large-scale agreement with empirical models of the auroral

conductivity [e.g., Wallis and Budzinski, 1981] as well as good agreement along

the two satellite trajectories with the conductivity calculated from measured data.

As a boundary condition for the electric field we have assumed the potential to be

zero at the magnetic equator.



3. Geophysical Situation During Viking Orbit 360

Figure 1 shows the northern hemisphere auroral oval as viewed by the UV-

imager experiment on Viking at 07.24 UT during orbit 360, April 28, 1986. The

auroral oval was crossed by Viking in roughly a dusk-dawn orbit and by DMSP/F7

in roughl}' a noon-midnight orbit as shown by the inserted ionospheric footpoints

of the two satellites.

Three localized bright auroral structures can be recognized in the evening and

midnight sector, the largest centered at about 65° invariant latitude, 01.00 mag-

netic local time (MLT) with an east-west extent of roughly 20°. The western edge

of the bright spot around 21.30 MLT was crossed by the DMSP/F7 satellite as

will be shown below. Relatively bright dayside auroras are seen in the pre-noon

sector whereas the remaining part of the auroral oval has a relatively smooth and

regular luminosity distribution characteristic of the diffuse aurora.

For the dayside oval the auroral distribution remains relatively stable during this

time, as indicated by the excellent agreement between the cusp currents measured

by both Viking and DMSP/F7 about one hour apart (see below). Of the nightside

auroral activity, the bright spot centered around 21.30 MLT was traversed by the

DMSP/F7 satellite around 07.50 UT which allowed a calibration of the model

input data for this part of the nightside oval within less than half an hour after

the UV-image was taken. The 3-hour Kp - index for this event ranged between

4~ and 3. Unfortunately no IMP-8 interplanetary magnetic field data exist for

this time period, but data from the Greenland magnetometer chain indicate that

the IMF Bv - component was positive during this event [E. Friis-Christensen,

private communication].

4. Results And Comparisons With Viking And DMSP/F7-Satellite Data

Figure 2 shows the input Ep and j'u - distributions which are qualitatively

consistent with the auroral image seen in Figure 1 and, as will be shown below, in

excellent agreement with the Viking and DMSP/F7 data.

The Region 1 and Region 2 current patterns of Iijima and Potemra [1976a, 1978]

representative for the diffuse quiet-time auroral oval, are seen to be modified by: 1)
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current enhancements within the bright auroral structures identified from Figure

1, 2) cusp current sheets, inferred from the Viking magnetic field observations (see

below) with location and extent in accordance with the observations by Iijima

and Potemra [1976b] . The Ep - distribution is seen to peak in the regions

of upward field-aligned currents (cf. Eq.5) with intense maxima in the bright

auroral forms. The ionization contribution from solar EUV gives rise to the day-

night conductivity gradient.

The two projected orbits are seen to cross the pre-noon auroral oval (Region 1

and Region 2) relatively close and cross each other almost at the centre of the pre-

noon cusp current sheet. The one hour time separation between the two satellites

at this location allows us to check the time stability of this pre-noon triple current

sheet (see below). Note that the DMSP/F7 satellite passed through the intense

bright auroral form around 21.30 MLT.

Figure 3 shows at the top, the model and calculated height-integrated Pedersen

conductivity profiles, and at the bottom, the model and calculated field-aligned

current profiles along the ionospheric projection of the Viking orbit. The contribu-

tion to Ep from the measured particles has been estimated using that it is roughly

proportional to the squareroot of the downward electron energy flux [Harel et al.,

1981]. The field-aligned currents are estimated from the Viking magnetic field

data presented in Figure 4 (bottom) together with the electric field (top). For

a definition of the coordinate system us'd see Block et al. [1987]. The current

values have been scaled so that they refer to the ionospheric level. Note the clear

large-scale correlation between the orthogonal electric field and magnetic field

components in Figure 4. This allows an independent estimate of the Ep variation

(denoted by circles in Figure 3) as demonstrated by Sugiura [1984].

As can be seen the Ep - and jy - profiles calculated from the Viking data are very

well represented by the model data both in terms of the relative magnitudes, widths

and locations of the major structures. Note that the calculated conductivity always

has local maxima in the regions of upward field-aligned currents. This field-aligned

current-conductivity coupling is a characteristic feature in auroral electrodynamics

and has been taken into account here by using the linear relationship between j | |



and £ , described by Eq.5.

Figure 5 shows in a similar fashion as in Figure 3 comparisons between the

model conductivity and field-aligned current profiles and the corresponding esti-

mates based on the DMSP/F7 data. Also here, the agreement is excellent con-

cerning the large-scale variations. Consider for example the triple current sheet

encountered around 07.40 UT. The location and the integrated values of the up-

and downflowing currents are very similar although the width of the model current

is slightly greater. As mentioned above this triple current sheet was also traversed

by the Viking satellite about one hour later. The magnitudes and signatures of

the currents remain essentially the same during this one hour time period, with a

value of 0.8 - 1 fiA/m2 for the Region 2 upward current, 3 fiA/m2 for the Region

1 downward current and about 2 \iAjm? for the upward cusp current. Thus for

the region covered by the two satellites the geophysical conditions seem to have

been relatively stable for the time period of interest here.

For the i ightside auroral crossing the model conductivity and field-aligned cur-

rent represents very well the auroral conditions prevailing at the time of the UV-

image. The narrow structure at the poleward edge of the oval (07.50 UT) is,

however, not represented in the model. This may be either just a local arc struc-

ture or it may represent the poleward part of a multiple current sheet associated

with the Harang discontinuity. Adopting the former interpretation there is no

reason to include small-scale structures in the model only along the satellite or-

bits where these can be detected and not elsewhere. The net current from these

opposite currents is close to zero and will therefore not affect the results except

very locally.

To summarize, the model input data are believed to rather accurately represent

the real field-aligned current and conductivity distributions, as verified by the

excellent agreement with the measurements along the two different satellite orbits.

The equipotential distribution, calculated using the numerical model described

in Section 2 and the input distributions presented above, is presented in Figure

6 in an inertial frame of reference. Superposed on this we have for comparison

plotted the E x B - drift vectors calculated from the Viking electric field (Figure
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4) assuming that E • B = 0. Note that the drift vectors are almost parallel to

the convection streamlines everywhere except for two narrow regions as will be

discussed below.

The calculated convection pattern is of the normal two-cell type with a weak

dusk cell displaced toward noon and a more intense, longitudinally extended and

crescent-shaped dawn cell characteristic for the prevailing positive IMF Bv. In

between the convection streamlines form a throat-like pattern. Note the westward

intrusion or clockwise rotation of the convection pattern close to midnight. Such

a rotation is caused by the combined effect of intense field-aligned currents and

polarization electric fields associated with the bright auroral intensifications there

[Marklund et al., 1985] as well as the day-night conductivity gradient [Atkinson

and Hutchison, 1978]. The polar cap potential drop is about 60 kV in good

agreement with empirical values for the prevailing Kp - index [e.g., Foster et a/.,

1986] and directed roughly between 02 - 03 MLT and 15 MLT .

Figure 7 (bottom) shows the model and calculated potential profile along the

ionospheric projection of the Viking orbit. This serves to demonstrate that the

model results are not only qualitatively but also quantitatively in good agreement

with the observations. Deviations occur, however, in two time intervals, namely

around 07.20 UT and 08.30 UT where the high-altitude potential (Viking) have

minima which are smaller or absent in the ionospheric (model) potential. It is

evident from the measured field-aligned current profile (top), that intense upward

currents are present in these regions. Furthermore these regions show evidence

of upward acceleration of ions as indicated by the inserted shaded areas. This is

examplified in Figure 8 which shows pronounced upward ion beams in the two

highest energy channels (0.52 keV and 1.25 keV) between 07.20 and 07.23 UT. In

the downward current region between 07.18 UT and 07.20 UT, weak ion conies

can be seen at the low energy channel of 60 eV. The electron data (not shown

here) show only weak acceleration signatures and are thus consistent with the

upward ion beams observed essentially above the acceleration region. Another

piece of evidence that Viking passed above an auroral acceleration region centered

around 07.20 UT is given by the high frequency wave spectrogram in Figure 9.



The electric component is shown here for the time interval between 07.17.30 UT

and 07.22.10 UT. Intense AKR-emissions centered around 07.19.40 UT with low

frequency cutoffs between 350 and 400 kHz are seen at the top well above the

electron gyrofrequency indicated by the solid line at around 100 kHz. Note also

the impulsive character of the low frequency hiss emissions around 07.19.55 UT,

which is characteristic for the crossing of an arc structure. To summarize, the

model output potential distribution agrees both qualitatively and quantitatively

with the Viking observations, except in two regions where expected deviations

occur, qualitatively consistent with upward parallel electric fields.

A simplified picture of the magnetospheric convection is illustrated in Figure

10 (right), which is a projection of the deduced ionospheric two-cell convection

pattern (left) to the equatorial plane using a dipole magnetic field. The location of

the last closed equipotential contour (heavy line) is seen to correspond relatively

well with that of the average plasmapause boundary (dotted line) as given by Car-

penter [1966]. (As the shape of the plasmapause varies a detailed correspondence

is not to be expected.)

5. Discussion

UV-imaging of the aurora from polar orbiting satellites such as Dynamics Ex-

plorer I and Viking, represents an important new input to the study of auroral

electrodynamics on a global scale. The images of the auroral oval provide not

only a natural reference frame for the other observations, but also valuable in-

formation on various electrodynamical parameters. Active regions such as bright

auroral structures are clearly associated with enhanced conductivities and field-

aligned currents. To obtain representative estimates of these parameters for the

diffuse auroral oval (background) it was found better to use a realistic conductivity

model and the measured average field-aligned current distributions of Iijima and

Potemra [1976a, 1978] representative for quiet time conditions, than to rely on an

uncertain relationship between conductivities and UV intensity.

An important and new feature of the model presented here is that the field-

aligned current and conductivity patterns are consistent with each other in the

sense that the conductivity peaks in regions of upward field-aligned currents as-
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sociated with the discrete aurora. The exact form of such a correspondence is

a very complicated problem since the precipitating particles creating enhanced

ionization are typically more energetic than those carrying the major part of the

upward field-aligned currents. Qualitatively such a correspondence is, however,

well confirmed from observations over auroral arcs. Lyons tt a/., (1979] found that

when a field-aligned acceleration voltage (V) could be inferred from the electron

spectra, the net downward electron energy flux generally varied as V2 while the

net upward field-aligned current was generally proportional to V. Since Ep is

roughly proportional to the square-root of the electron energy flux (see Section 2

above) the relations above imply a direct proportionality between Up and j \ \ . A

correspondence between these two parameters is also evident from Figures 3 and

5. which justifies our choice of the linear relationship described by Eq.(5).

The new method described in this paper is still under development and refine-

ments of some of the details in the model are to be expected as soon as we have

gained more experience from several different events. The criteria used in the

selection of a suitable Viking orbit for a first study was that the entire auroral

oval should be visible by the imager and that the substorm activity should keep a

constant and fairly moderate level during the satellite transit across the oval. Or-

bit 360 during which the Kp - index varied between 4~ and 3 was found to meet

these various requirements reasonably well. Note that the results are to be rep-

resentative for the auroral situation illustrated by the UV-image in Figure 1. To

accomplish this we require that the auroral electrodynamical conditions as probed

by the two satellites along their different orbits should remain similar to that of

the UV-image during the respective satellite transit times over the oval. For the

dayside auroral activity as probed by the Viking satelh'te this requirement is be-

lieved to be fulfilled, supported by the almost identical triple field-aligned current

sheets observed by the DMSP/F7 satellite at 07.40 UT (cf. Figure 5) and by the

Viking satellite about one hour later (cf. Figure 3). For the nightside auroral oval

the requirement is that the activity should remain roughly unchanged until the

DMSP/F7 satellite at 07.50 UT crossed the eveningside auroral oval. We have as-

sumed this to be the case supported by thf observations of intense particle fluxes
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and field-aligned currents in the region where the bright auroral intensification

was observed by the UV-imager half an hour earlier.

The global field-aligned current and conductivity distributions presented in

Figure 2 and the corresponding equipotential pattern presented in Figure 6 are

likely to represent the prevailing electrodynamical situation during Viking orbit

360 rather accurately. The qualitative agreement between the model convection

pattern and the E x B - drift vectors and the excellent quantitative agreement

between the model and calculated potential profile along the Viking orbit is a

consequence of the careful selection of realistic global input data being calibrated

to the Viking and DMSP/F7 data. The asymmetry between the intense and

crescent-shaped dawn convection cell (associated with the intense auroral activ-

ity and field-aligned currents) and the much weaker dusk convection cell shown

in Figure 6 is consistent with earlier observations and theoretical predictions for

positive IMF By - conditions [Heppner, 1972; Mozer et a/.,1974; Crooker, 19791-

In order to combine data from various satellites following the procedure out-

lined here a constructive assumption is that there is a perfect coupling between

the electrodynamical parameters in the ionosphere and at satellite altitude. The

good agreement between the measurements made at the two satellite altitudes, as

well as between the measurements and the model input and output data, gener-

ally supports this assumption. As a result of using the assumption E • B = 0 we

found, however, in the regions of intense upward field-aligned currents, discrepan-

cies between the model and calculated potentials (cf. Figures 6 and 7) indicative

of upward parallel electric fields. The presence of upward accelerated ions, in-

tense AKR-emissions ( 07.20 UT) well above the local electron gyrofrequency and

absence of, or only weak signatures of electron acceleration in these regions, all

indicate that Viking passed above or crossed the upper part of the acceleration

regions. For the two regions of upward field-aligned currents indicated in Figure 7

the potential drops amounts to about 5 - 10 kV which is within the typical range

of acceleration energies for the auroral particles.

The technique presented here is in principle applicable also to more disturbed

and thus time-dependent events. Several UV-images are then needed to follow
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the temporal evolution of the aurora as the satellite crosses over it. In this kind

of time-dependent modelling calibration to simultaneous measurements by several

spacecraft is particularly useful.

6. Summary

Simultaneous observations by the Viking and DMSP/F7 satellites have been

used in a new method to obtain snapshot pictures of the high-latitude electro-

dynamics associated with a specific auroral situation viewed by the UV-imager

experiment on Viking during orbit 360. The UV-image was used to locate the

regions of active intense auroras, which were represented by enhanced conduc-

tivities and upward field-aligned currents in the model input data. The global

input distributions were calibrated so as to be quantitatively consistent with the

conductivity and field-aligned current profiles calculated from the particle and

magnetic field data along the two satellite orbits. These distributions were used

together with Ohm's law to solve for the ionospheric potential distribution which

was finally tested against the electric field observed by Viking. The results can be

summarized as follows:

1) The model input data (S and j\\) are qualitatively consistent with the auroral

imager data and quantitatively consistent with the Viking and DMSP/F7 ob-

servations. An important feature in the model is a current (j||) - conductivity

coupling term.

2) There is a good agreement both qualitatively and quantitatively between the

output potential distribution and the observed E x B - drift as well as between

the two corresponding potential profiles along the Viking orbit. The asymmetry

between the dusk and dawn convection cells is consistent with the prevailing

positive IMF By.

3) Potential differences between the Viking altitude and the ionosphere indicative

of upward parallel electric fields are found for two time periods corresponding

to Viking crossings above acceleration regions further characterized by upgoing

ions, intense upward field-aligned currents and intense AKR emissions.

4) A projection of the deduced potential pattern to the equatorial plane shows for
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the last closed equipotential contour a good agreement with the average location

of the plasmapause.
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Fig. 1 The northern hemisphere auroral oval as viewed by the UV-imager
experiment on Viking at 07.24 UT, orbit 360, April 28, 1986.
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Fig. 2 Input Pedersen conductivity (Dp, top) and input field-aligned

current (j^, bottom). Included are also the magnetic footpoints of

the Viking (dusk-dawn) and DMSP/F7 (noon-midnight) satellites.
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Fig. 3 Quantitative point—by—point comparison between model input data and Viking data
along the ionospheric projection of the Viking orbit.
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Viking Orbit 360 1986-04-28
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Fig. 4 Electric field (top) and magnetic field data (bottom) obtained for the dusk-dawn Viking
orbit 360. For a definition of the coordinate system used see Block et al. [1987]. E2

corresponds roughly to the dawn-dusk electric field and B$ to the sunward magnetic field.
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Fig. 5 Quantitative point-by-point comparison between model input data and DMSP/F7
data along the ionospheric projection of the DMSP/F7 orbit.
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Fig. 6 Output potential distribution in the inertial frame. Contour separation
is 5 kV. Along the Viking footpoint (dusk-dawn) are shown the
E x B - drift vectors calculated from Viking electric field measurements.
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Fig. 7 Quantitative point-by-point comparison between model and observed potential profiles (middle)
and between model and observed field-aligned currents (top) along the ionospheric projection of
the Viking orbit. The shaded areas in the bottom indicate regions of upward accelerated ions
and intense AKR.
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Fig. 8 Time series of ion fluxes at 4 selected energies (0.06, 0.22, 0.52, 1.25 keV) obtained by the ion detectors
(PISP1/2) on Viking. The ion fluxes are shown on a linear scale in relative units. The basic flux level in
units of (keV - cm2 • s • ST)~1 is given at the right side of each panel. The pitch angle is indicated in the lowest
panel. The ion fluxes are seen to be concentrated around 180 degrees pitch angle (upwards).



Viking High-frequency Electric Field
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Fig. 9 Electric field observed by the high-frequency wave experiment on Viking during the afternoon auroral
oval crossing around 07.20 UT. Intense AKR emissions are seen at the top well above the electron
gyrofrequency indicated by the solid line around 100 kHz. Impulsive hiss emissions are seen at
the bottom, shortly before 07.20 UT.
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Fig.lO The deduced two-cell convection pattern (left) and the corresponding magnetospheric convection
(right) resulting from a simple projection to the equatorial plane using a dipole magnetic field. For
comparison the average plasmapause from Carpenter [1966] has been inserted (dotted line).
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Simultaneous observations by the Viking and the DMSP/F7 satellites have been

used in a new method to obtain snapshot pictures of the auroral electrodynam-

ics. In particular, an "instantaneous" global equipotential (or convection) pattern

is calculated using field-aligned current and conductivity distributions that are

qualitatively consistent with the Viking auroral imager data and quantitatively

consistent with magnetic field and particle data from the two satellites. This con-

vection pattern which is of the normal two-cell type, with a weak dusk cell and

a strong, elongated crescent-shaped dawn cell (consistent with positive IMF By)

agrees well with the Viking electric field data. The model and the observed po-

tential profiles agree nicely along the entire Viking orbit except for two intervals

above acceleration regions where deviations are to be expected (due to parallel

electric fields). These regions are characterized by: U-shaped potential minima,

upward field-aligned currents, upgoing ion beams and relatively intense AKR.

The model results are thus consistent with the Viking observations not only on a

global scale but also on the scale size of the auroral acceleration regions. The cor-

responding convection in the magnetosphere is illustrated by a simple projection

of the deduced two-cell convection pattern to the equatorial plane. From this the

instantaneous location of the plasmapause is inferred.

Key words: High-latitude electrodynamics, Viking observations, Auroral imaging,

Auroral acceleration, Ionospheric convection, Ionospheric modelling


